
Questionnaires and structure

This document describes the structure of the questionnaire generated by ReachOut for type “none
of the above”.
It is aimed at Campaign Managers who would like to prepare the customization of the 
questionnaire associated to their Beta-Testing Campaign.

As a reminder, the ReachOut Beta Center generates a questionnaire when the Campaign Manager 
creates a Campaign. 
This questionnaire is generic, and should be customised by the Campaign Manager to align with 
the Beta Version of the software to be tested.

Questions can be:
• reworded: you keep the question and change its wording
• deleted
• added
• the answer can be made mandatory or optional

In the questionnaire generated by the ReachOut Beta Center, there are 34 questions spread across 
the following 6 sections:

1. Setup
2. Functional feedback
3. User Experience
4. Next steps
5. In summary
6. About you

The table below gives an overview of all sections and questions.

Screenshots of a sample questionnaire are given at the end of the document to provide the reader 
with a more concrete idea of what the questionnaire looks like.



In the second column, “X” means that the answer to the question is Mandatory.

Setup

1 X Did you manage to install the software? [Yes / No]

2 X How would you rate the software installation?
(?) 
1: Very difficult
2: Somehow difficult
3: Average
4: Somehow easy
5: Very easy

Functional feedback

3 X Did you manage to go through the entire provided scenario?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Yes
    No

Please enter your comment here: [box]

4 X Following the steps described in the scenario, were you able to:
Execute function X (to be customized) yes no
Enter your own data and execute Y (to be customized) yes no
See the result when executing function Z (to be customized) yes no

5 X Assuming any defects are fixed, does the software behaves as described in the beta-
testing scenario and provided documentation?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Yes
    No

Please enter your comment here: [box]

6 X Which feature of our software are most important to you? [box]

7 X Which feature of our software are least important to you? [box]

8 What is the most important feature you think we should add? [box]

9 X Do you have suggestions to improve our software? [box]

User Experience

10 X Did you try the software beyond the testing scenario provided? [Yes / No]

11 (if Yes to question 10)
What did you try to do? Was it successful? [box]

12 (if No to question 10)
Can you please tell us why? [box]

13 What didn't work as you expected? [box]

14 X How easy is the user interface to understand?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Very Difficult
    Difficult
    Easy



    Very Easy

Please enter your comment here: [box]

15 X How would you rate the performance efficiency of the software?
    1 2 3 4 5 

(?) Based on response time, load testing, stress testing
1: Very unsatisfactory
2: Somehow unsatisfactory
3: Average, neither satisfactory nor unsatisfactory.
4: Somehow satisfactory
5: Very satisfactory

16 X How would you rate the stability of the software?
    1 2 3 4 5 

(?) Based on the number of failures, error messages displayed
1: Very unstable
2: Somehow unstable
3: Average stability
4: Somehow stable
5: Very stable

17 X How many bugs did you run into? [box]
(?) Please describe the bugs you may have encountered. 

18 X How would you rate the testability of the software?
    1 2 3 4 5 

(?) Based on documentation, testing environment simplicity
1: Very difficult
2: Somehow difficult
3: Average
4: Somehow easy
5: Very easy

Next steps

19 X Would you be interested in using our software?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Yes
    No

Please enter your comment here: [box]
(?) Please tell us why.

20 X Does your first evaluation make you want to know more about the software? [Yes / No]

21 X Would you be interested in exploring further the software with one of the developers? 
[Yes / No]

22 X How likely is it that you could recommend our software to a friend or a colleague?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Very unlikely
    Probably not
    Possibly



    Very likely

23 X Have you shared this beta-testing campaign with anyone yet? [Yes / No]

24 (if Yes to question 23)
Why did you share it? [box]

25 (if No to question 23)
Why didn't you share it? [box]

26 How could you participate in helping build the software? [box]

In summary

27 X Did the software run according to the provided documentation?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    Yes
    No

Please enter your comment here: [box]

28 X In your view, what is the most confusing part of our software? What was difficult when 
using the software? [box]

29 X What was your overall impression when you used our software? [box]

About you

30 X How did you first learn about our project and software?
(!) Check all that apply
    I work in the project
    On the project website
    Invitation email from the project
    Invitation email from ReachOut
    On social media
    Other:

31 X What kind of organisation do you represent? [drop-down]
(!) Choose one of the following answers
Other: [box]

32 X Are you a:
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    developer
    business user

(?) By developer, we mean someone with skills in software development.
By business user, someone who is an end user of software, but does not have developer 
skills.

33 X What is your connection with the project which has released this beta version you have 
tested?
(!) Choose one of the following answers
    member of the project
    colleague of a project member
    member of another H2020 project
    currently not a member of any H2020 project

(?) Select the situation which describes you best



34 The project provides incentive for participating in the survey.

You can provide your e-mail address in order to participate in the project incentive 
programme, or to be contacted for further questions about your feedback to this survey.

If you want to know more about how we use your data, please check our informed 
consent page.
(!) Please check the format of your answer.
[box]
(?) Enter here your e-mail address (optional)






















